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Kia ora PMANZ members and other interested readers,
Welcome to the second edition of the PMANZ newsletter for
2022. Again I hope all members, suppliers, family, friends and
pets are staying safe and that you’re all keeping well.
Let's hope with the change of the season we continue down a
positive path living with COVID in our world, (excuse the pun)
and that the Autumn weather brings you good business opportunities out there.
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As indicated in the previous newsletter, reports
show rodent activities continue to rise. Following on
from last month's advice I would recommend that
you take time to inspect your clients ‘building integrity’ and provide advice where necessary to ‘deter or
prevent access’ to these vermin.
A couple of pointers include inspecting doors for
gaps at the base that may allow rodents access inside and report harbourage areas that are present
such as, unused items or equipment stored or left
outside and overgrown vegetation near buildings
that provides the cover for pests to move more
freely without fear. Read more about how you
should report these in the Technical Hints in this issue.
In terms of key activities occurring within the
PMANZ council we are going to be launching a new
membership system and website. The current system is outdated and has limited us from moving
ahead so I am glad to be leading PMANZ at this time
as we venture into a new way of supporting the
membership with a system that will set us up for the
future. The project is in good hands with David leading the ‘data cleanse and transformation’ with support of the council to deliver this later this year. I am
looking forward to seeing what the finished product
will look like and we will work closely with all members to ensure you know how to use it and get the
best out of it.
I’m also pleased to announce two very exciting
events in the upcoming and distant calendar. The
first is to confirm the PMANZ Conference will take
place in August this year. Peter will be sharing more
on this in the newsletter and I look forward to
meeting you along with all of those suppliers and
interested parties who support PMANZ.
The second event that I am very proud to announce
is PMANZ has recently secured the rights to host the
FAOPMA Pest Summit to be held in Auckland, November 2026. This event is the largest in the Asian/
Pacific/Indian region with an expected 2 - 3000 delegates. We have a great opportunity to showcase our
local attractions and our country.

I would personally like to call out the efforts and
thank Gerwyn for taking the lead in this longer term
event, I can’t wait to see this happen.
Again in the past 2 months we have had 19 members join the association which is really great that
brings us to a current total of 472 members.
We are in the process of preparing the budget for
the next year and anticipate growth to continue with
Trainee members converting to Master members as
they complete their Level 3 certificate. Thank you all
for your continued membership and please join me
in welcoming the following members:
New Master Registered Technicians
Klaas
de Vries
First Klaas
New Registered Technician
Kaitlyn
Jones
Ecolab
David
Hawthorne
Pest Control Taupo
New Trainees
Ankit
Bhardwaj
PCS Pest Control
Pest Control Services
Andre
Wood
Aotearoa Ltd
Julie
Austin
Jae / Westland
Sarah
Lockwood
RNZAF
Janse van
Ian
Rensburg
Bay Pest Services Ltd
Benjamin
Walker
Zdenko
Jason
Samuel
Chris
Mark
Xan
Leslie
Mark
Arvin
Heinrich

Pusich
Dellow
Somerfield
Meek
Lavea
Senele
Ryan
Kitchen
Singh
Halgryn

Rentokil
Rentokil
Ecolab
Ecolab
Ecolab
Ecolab
A+ Services NZ
As new carpet cleaning
Ecolab
Ecolab

Lastly, please read on and take a look at the
‘Technician Forum’ section where you will find a recent venture and encounter with a really large wasp
nest.
That’s all from me for now,
Ngā mihi nui,
Kind regards

Maihi
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FROM THE EDITOR

Summer—Russell, Bay of Islands, North Island

April - taken from Queen Charlotte Track, Marlborough Sounds, South Island
This summer has been the hottest and longest on record for quite some time. Many of our major towns an
cities recorded 60+ days of > 25º Celsius, and it still
feels like summer now in many places including my
home town Auckland.
Although autumn looks like its arriving in abundance
with all the recent rain, pest such as wasps, ants, spiders and roaches are still aplenty, with anecdotal evidence that the rodents have had a great breeding season and are being seen too.
For those just new to the industry as well as for some
old the ‘old hands’, there is great article from Michael
Taylor, CEO of BPCA member company Contego Environmental Services about growing your business and
ways you can improve your bottom line.
Cluster flies are a nuisance in spring, but we need to
vigilant to them entering homes during the autumn.

It is great to see the Banks Peninsula and Kaitōrete Spit
rodent extermination programme joining the 2050
Predator Free cause. Read all about it in the NZ news.
Recent complaints have prompted a timely reminder
about treatment reports and their importance in our
industry—see more under technical hints.
Plus lots of good support and information from our suppliers.
Finally, we can confirm after the recent government
announcements about the removal of travel and
attendance restrictions around COVID, the 2022 conference will be going ahead as planned. Details on the
next page, so diarise now.
Happy reading.
Stay Safe from Omicron!
Warm regards

Peter

Fair Dealing
Articles provided in "What’s Buzzing" are drawn from a number of sources. The source of the material is always quoted,
either by author, publication and/or organization, in line with the practice of ‘Fair Dealing’ under the Copyright Act 1994,
Section 42 (3), which allows news reporting of current events without infringement of copyright. This news is for PMANZ
members and friends of the association for their ongoing education. The information contained in this newsletter does not
necessarily reflect the official views or opinions of the PMANZ Council and/or its members.
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PMANZ Conference and AGM
17—19 August 2022

We have moved the conference venue
to the Novotel Ellerslie, as the Waipuna Hotel and Conference Centre has
extended its contract with the government ministry for COVID quarantine
purposes, and is no longer available on
the dates agreed.
Novotel Auckland Ellerslie is perfectly
positioned in the leafy central city suburb of Ellerslie and offers a blend of
premium accommodation options that
cater to the business and leisure traveller.
The hotel is conveniently located 10
minutes from Auckland’s CBD, New
Market, Remuera and is only 20
minutes from the airport. Adjacent to
Greenlane off ramp on the Southern
Motorway the hotel is both easy to
access and locate for travelling delegates.
Featuring 147 Novotel rooms and
suites, the 4 ½ star hotel offers superior conferencing facilities, a large outdoor courtyard and a contemporary
bar and restaurant. Also within the
hotel complex sits the 3 ½ star, ibis
Auckland Ellerslie providing an additional 100 accommodation rooms.
NOTE: Accommodation Details will
shortly be posted to the Conference
2022 website for bookings to commence.
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Up, up and away! Seven ways to
scale your pest control business
Michael Taylor, CEO of BPCA member company Contego Environmental
Services, looks at some of the fundamentals of scaling a business regardless of whether you have one employee or one hundred.
Our industry is full of ambitious small and
medium-size businesses delivering fantastic
quality, problem-solving pest control that
protects public health. But when is the right
time to scale up?
The pest control market in UK ( and New
Zealand) is currently highly buoyant, fastmoving and constantly evolving. As an industry (and certainly as members), we all have
real ambition to drive standards in training
and service delivery, to safeguard the environment and protect public health.
In my opinion, now is a great time to push
forward with opportunities presented in all
market sectors.
Are you ready to scale your business?

Disclaimer: there’s risk. It’s hard work. It’s
competitive. It’s frustrating and often worrying.
But of course, there are many upsides: freedom, the potential to generate more money
than available from a 9-5, and even an asset
to sell when the time comes.
I’ve heard many owners say, ‘business is
great, we’re all really busy’. That’s amazing,
but when everyone’s ‘really busy’, who’s focusing on growth, improvements and identifying opportunities?
It’s easy to fall into the trap of thinking
you’re too busy to grow. But if your life depended on it, you’d make it happen. So why
not just get on with it now?
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Fundamentally, your vision and the clarity of
your end goal will determine your business
success.

I’m a big thinker, and even at the start of the
business (when I was 18), I talked about running a national bird and pest control business.
And we pulled it off. I got there by having a
clear vision of that big goal.

A boxing match is 12, 3-minute rounds with
one goal in mind: to win. There are multiple
ways to get there, and you may even get
knocked down a couple of times on the way.
Business is very much the same.

Of course, your goals can and will evolve. And
this is where reflection, reassessment and reevaluation come in.

1. Start with the end goal

Think big. Or small. At the end of the day, it’s
your goal and your ambition.

Not sure where you want to get to? Here are a
few suggestions:
Reading, Googling, planning with a notebook
and creating task lists will keep you on track
and accountable.

If you love the idea of a lifestyle business with
three staff members, where you pick up the
slack when it’s busy – then that’s fantastic. But, Article continues over the page
if you dream of more, then absolutely go for it.
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2. Invest in yourself
If you just run your business day-to-day, you’ll likely
never achieve full market value at exit.
Investing in yourself is a great place to start. That
can be specific courses, mastermind style groups or
one-to-one mentoring.
Your mentors don’t need to be from the industry.
I’d say it is a benefit if they weren’t. Look outward
at ‘what good looks like’ in similar sectors and implement what you see working.
Understand the numbers. If you’re not confident at
understanding a balance sheet, taking apart a profit
and loss calculation, or running a cash flow forecast, start here.
Everything in business revolves around the basic
numbers.
The final sale price of your business
A million-dollar exit in 15 years at retirement or a
million-dollar business in 5 years so you can move
on to another sector.
Your dream lifestyle costs per annum
Holidays, school fees, cars, food and house, etc,
then come to a figure that becomes your goal.

Business podcasts and social media channels are
great ways to reach out and learn from others.
Exploring business opportunities and sharing ideas
will help you grow and develop as a business leader.

Give yourself time to work on the business each
day. You’ll be amazed at the progress you can make
120k net profit
when you give yourself one hour per day to work
This might allow for dividends, tax and investments
on planning and implementing ideas and processes.
to fund your dream life. You don’t necessarily need
to go big to achieve that.

“I love ‘process’.

Being small with limited overheads could be the
right way forward as scaling any business requires
significant investment in overheads, systems and
processes.
More staff to cover more areas
Ten staff. One-hundred staff! Where do you want
to expand to?
We all think differently, but you should always
work to a plan and have your exit strategy in mind.

It’s the only thing that
helps me understand why
something’s gone wrong
and ultimately how to stop
it from happening again.
I’m a huge fan of technology and systematisation.”
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3. Foundations of growth; know your market

that gulls exist from September to March when
suddenly they’re causing issues again.

Understanding your market, your niche and the
opportunities for growth within. Set your plan and How do re-occurring customers vs recuring cusyour targets.
tomers grow value in the business?
There are many niche service areas to explore, so
be aware of geographical positioning, seasonality
specialist service training and potential marketspecific requirements such as courses or approved
industry body status.

Many companies consider providing primarily domestic or commercial services. There are a few
things to consider here, so let’s start with how
these customers buy our services:
Domestic customers
The need and demand for instant response are
high, and cost vs reaction time is less critical.

Contract customers are a regular revenue stream.
You build up routes and route density.
Re-occurring revenue, where a customer calls once
a year or maybe every second year, has very little
value in a sales process when you come to exit.

4. Systems and process
I love ‘process’. It’s the only thing that helps me
understand why something’s gone wrong and ultimately how to stop it from happening again.
I’m a huge fan of technology and systematisation.
Work-based apps, tracking, and customer access
make everyone’s lives easier.

“I have a wasp nest and I need it sorted in the next
We’re here to provide customer care. Our techniten minutes.”
cians are often the first point of contact, and we
They tend to be relatively easy to attract using so- should be making their lives easier with clear job
cial media channels, including local groups, small
notes and easy reporting.
paid adverts in local magazines, Google Ads, etc.
They provide instant cash flow as domestic customers typically pay at the point of service delivery
and can be a useful marketing tool via word-ofmouth recommendations.
Commercial customers
It’s usually a ‘thing we need’ and therefore an ongoing service. If the client has very few issues, then
it’s almost an unseen service.
They are slower to acquire and often take multiple
conversations to build rapport and trust. The benefit is a long-term recurring revenue client.
Seasonal customers
Be aware of seasonal trends, especially when scaling up to cover workloads.
Bird control is a great example of this. Everyone
needs coverage in the breeding season and forgets
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Make sure your staff have what they require to do
the job correctly. The quickest way to demotivate a
team is not to give them the correct tools for the
job.

Learn to look at it from above like a helicopter, see
the root cause and then how you can improve the
process. When you do, you create clarity for everyone.

Explore your strengths and weaknesses, look at
your service offering, your brand position and address them each based on your proposition.

Don’t focus on what went wrong. Focus on how to
prevent it from happening again.

5. Create a clear value proposition

Does running a small business equate to being
Think about where you add value to your offering.
weak? Or, since we run a small business based localWhat makes you different?
ly that can be onsite within 20 minutes, 24 hours a
Know your value proposition and your positioning.
day, surely that means we are strong?
It’s difficult to articulate differences between serThere aren’t any rules here. Your brand and voice
vice providers without these being in place.
create your proposition.
Being able to express your value proposition helps
Set the rules. It’s easy to get frustrated with staff for
them quickly understand what you’re all about and
doing something ‘silly’, but without clear guidance
gives confidence in your company.
and rules, whose fault is it? To be clear: it’s you!
Look at Coca-Cola as an example. The brand invites
It’s the fundamental foundation of business. It
people to create a positive reality by thinking of
doesn’t matter the sector, the niche, the product or
Coke as happiness in the bottle.
service; it’s all down to you as the key person in the
The unique selling proposition is the main reason
business. Everyone’s mistakes are all your fault.
why Coca-Cola has been around for a long time
Processes drive success. Clarity of vision drives the
now, since 1886. Coca-Cola doesn’t sell beverages;
team.
it sells happiness in a bottle.
Before you decide to move forward and grow, you
Think of it as your reason for being, what makes you
must ensure you’re ready to take responsibility.
different, your ‘elevator pitch’ – the one line that
explains it all.
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“...give yourself one
hour per day to work
on planning and implementing ideas and
processes.”

It’s the old adage of skill vs will; you can teach skill,
but it’s very difficult to drive willingness.
For me, willingness to learn and attitude wins every
time.
Create a culture that knows the importance of outstanding customer service. No matter your size,
scale or level of experience, delivering outstanding
service wins out every time.
If you focus on only one thing, make it your customer.
Ready to grow, but something’s holding you back?

6. Be agile and work smart
Being a smaller business is a huge advantage in any
market. You can think of an idea, explore it and implement it the same day across multiple technicians
or locations.
Likewise, no company can scale when all the policies, processes and systems exist only in the mind of
the founder or key team members.
Work smart with clarity, keep open channels of
communication with your team and listen.

PMANZ and its executive is incredibly passionate
about member companies getting to where they
want to be. If you want to talk through your ideas,
get in touch today. The PMANZ executive team have
decades of experience in managing and owning
pest control businesses to help you.

First published in Professional Pest Controller
(PPC) magazine by the British Pest Control Association (BPCA) November 2021. Click here for original

Don’t be afraid to try something and fail. For every
nine failures, you might have a huge success. This is
your growth.

7. Culture and values
You set your culture. Be clear and open with your
goals and ambitions.
Invest in your team, their training and give clear
guidance on ‘what good looks like’. Do this for every
department and document everything.
Recruiting is crucial. Don’t hold back and always employ the right person for the job (that doesn’t always mean the most qualified).
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The Cluster Fly
Pollenia rudis (F.)

spend cold nights.
They are slow-moving, dopey, hairy, flies 10-15mm
in length, which is slightly larger than the common
house fly. The adult flies are a dark grey to dull,
black with a non-metallic abdomen. There are golden-yellow hairs on the thorax and under their body
which gives them a golden brown look.
In New Zealand, they have invaded many parts of
North and South Islands in plague-like proportions.
At one stage Wairarapa had a big infestation, so
bad at one stage, a reservoir had to be closed as
they were fouling the water.
During the summer Pollenia rudis are outside in
fields and open areas. The adult flies are, in most
cases, herbivores. They feed on many types of organic matter, plant sap, fruit, flowers and faeces.
During spring the female flies deposit eggs into the
soil.

The hatched larvae feed on earthworms. Once the
larvae hatch, they burrow into the soil by following
natural pore spaces, such as holes near plant stems
or paths that earthworms have already created. By
Cluster flies had been in New Zealand since randomly moving through these pores, P. rudis larat least the 1980s when they were first
vae find their host worms.The larvae then eat their
spotted in Auckland. The name cluster fly or way through a section of the earthworm’s epidermis, where they feed, eventually killing the worms
loft-fly, which comes from the Northern
before pupating and emerging as adult flies. This
Hemisphere, refers to Pollenia rudis Fabspecies can have as many as five life cycles over
ricius, and P. pseudorudis that are parasitic
one summer.

on four species of earthworms.

When there is a sudden drop in temperature the
last generation of flies migrate in large numbers
into the interior of structures to hibernate in warm,
dry areas over the autumn and winter months before the outdoor breeding cycle begins to spring.
They congregate in large number due to each fly
Come autumn they have this behaviour where they releasing a pheromone (smell) that attracts other
fly into machinery sheds and houses. Interestingly, flies. They are often seen “clustering” near the interior windows of houses. While in hibernation they
there can be thousands in one house and none in
houses on either side. This is because their aggre- live of their own stored body fat.
gation pheromone signalling system sends messag- Article continues after advert
es to other flies that they have found a cosy spot to
The adult flies into the pasture and lays groups of
eggs on the soil surface. The little maggots hatch
and they feed on earthworms. They develop in the
earthworm carcass and then they pupate and
hatch.
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World Leading BRC introduce new high-tech UV-LED lights and automated monitoring to their Insect Control and Sanitising solutions.
BRC are embracing global trends toward LED-tech by developing a fully
retrofittable UV-A LED range of bulbs for their UV-A insect traps, zappers and
UV-C hygiene solutions. This allows cutomers the option to replace existing
flourescent based units with new LED tech.
Syltrap Helios® is a UVA lamp (370nm) with patented LED technology, exclusive to BRC.
Developed in partnership with Sylvania, it generates unparalleled attractiveness, measured in laboratory
at 150% more attractive than UVA standard
(CFL UVA). Helios® technology allows an
energy saving of 75% compared to
comparable CFL UVA units. Connection via
an E14 or E27 socket allows you to LED
retrofit-equipment and maintain traps
already installed.
Trap-Manager® is a connected system for
insects traps. Activity is monitored via a
special camera connected to the insect trap.
This unit management, control tool
continuously informs the operator about the
trap status – including power supply, tubes
and glue boards.
UVAthena® LED tubes can be retrofitted on
all BRC insect fly killers previously equipped
with fluorescent tubes. UVAthena® LED
tubes have a specific density of LED points,
which allows a more homogeneous
distribution of the flux, and has a favorable
impact on the attraction of insects (positive
photaxis). Ask the Team at BRCNZ.co.nz for
more information and supply options.
BRCNZ are a great crew and always happy to
help.
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Pollenia rudis is most commonly known for being a
household nuisance. They do not cause any true
damage to structures, textiles, foods, or humans
but piles of dead flies left in the walls can sometimes lead to secondary infestations of carpet or
larder beetles and rodents.
The fly enters houses in the autumn, one at a time.
They may collect together like a swarm of bees.
This insect is slightly larger than the house fly and
has a nonmetallic, dark grey colour. The thorax is
without distinct stripes but has characteristic golden hairs. The dark grey abdomen has irregular
lighter patches. The wings overlap at the tips when
not in use and the sharp bend in the longitudinal
vein of the wing is character-istic. When crushed,
this fly has an odour like buckwheat honey. Few
insects give the home-owner the "creeps" as do
these large sluggish flies, appearing one-by-one in
late autumn or during the winter when the weather warms.
These flies normally live outdoors where they frequent flowers and fruits. With the approach of
cool weather, they enter buildings to overwinter.
Here, they hide, often in a cluster, in nooks and
dark corners, under clothing in closets, beneath
curtains, in angles of the walls, behind pictures
and furniture, in hats, under the edges of closets,
etc.

bothersome in the spring as they try to escape.
Once inside the house, the flies crawl sluggishly
over the walls and often drop into the food on the
table. They are often rolled up under the window
blinds and leave unsightly greasy spots where they
are crushed."

CONTROL
No attempt should be made to kill these insects in
wall voids at any time because the bodies of dead
insects attract dermestid beetles (larder beetles,
carpet beetles, etc.). Dermestid larvae wander and
will readily enter the living space, causing numerous complaints. Instead, wait until summer when
all live over-wintering adults are out of the wall
voids. Then follow the outside control given below.
However, temporary relief is possible by using a
On days on which the latter are warmed during
vacuum and/or space sprays, and sealing Interior
winter and spring, the flies cause great annoyance entrances.
by issuing from their hiding places and falling to
Control begins outside. Reducing the outside popthe floor in a semi-comatose condition." These
ulation is impractical for cluster flies since their
flies also swarm on windows on warm sunny days. larvae breed in earthworms. Therefore, use of preThey do no damage but are annoying merely by
ventative physical and chemical barriers aimed at
being. They have been noted in the spring "the
adults before they congregate and attempt to enflies often become a nuisance in houses. The inter buildings is recommended.
creasing warmth of the spring days induces activi- If adults have already begun to congregate and
ty, and if the hibernating quarters have been in the attempt entry into buildings, it may be too late for
walls of a house or around the window frames, the preventative action. The best solution is physical
flies may emerge inside the house instead of on
removal with a good shop- type vacuum. Then
the outside.
treat the vertical walls as described above for preJust as they become a nuisance in the autumn
ventative.
while seeking hibernating quarters, they are also
13

Temporary but immediate indoor relief can be
achieved by removal with a vacuum or by using
space sprays in individual rooms. To prevent entry
of more flies, seal the possible routes of entry.
Use silicone caulk and/or foam to seal. Entry
points Include around window pulleys (seal with
tape or steel wool), window frames , door frames,
baseboards, etc. For electrical outlets and switch
boxes and heating duct and air return vents , remove the cover-plate, seal, and replace . For light
fixtures and ceiling fans, remove the fixture to its
base plate, seal, and replace.
If cluster flies are in a false ceiling area, the population can be reduced by installing an electrocutor
or insect light trap (ILT); be sure to periodically
empty the catch tray or glue board. An alternative
is to install a continuously burning 60-watt bulb
which attracts the flies , causes them to exhaust
their stored food, and die right around the light;
be sure to remove them with a vacuum.

To speed the process, use old fashioned fly strips,
glue boards, or other sticky surfaces which may be
suspended from the uppermost surface of the
false ceiling void near the light. Remove and replace these stick y surfaces when needed. To reduce the number of flies coming into a room from
a false ceiling, seal all cracks through which light
enters. Use duct tape or caulk. In elevator shafts,
install a continuously burning 60-watt bulb located just above the pit floor. Again vacuum up dead
flies.
There is also a very good webinar on YouTube
from BPCA that gives good advice for management of cluster flies.
Link here
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News Bite

Key Questions in Urban Pest
Management

A Study and Revision Guide
By: Partho Dhang, Independent Consultant, Philippines, Philip Koehler, University of Florida, USA, Roberto Pereira, University of Florida, USA, Daniel Dye II, Brooker, Florida, USA
March 2022 | Paperback | 168 Pages | 9781800620155
Urban pests are common all over the world. These include cockroaches, flies, mosquitoes, bed bugs,
ticks, fleas, ants, termites, rodents and others. These pests thrive in human structures, where there is
food, warmth and places to hide. Urban pests are one of the leading causes of illnesses in humans due to
allergies, bites, food contamination and phobias. They can also cause significant damage to property and
structures.
Knowledge and training in this field is vital for professional and trainee pest managers. This book is specifically intended to provide an aid to such candidates. The book contains 500 multiple-choice questions
(and answers) grouped into the following major topic areas:
· The history of urban entomology
· Household pests
· Cockroaches
· Flies
· Mosquitoes
· Bed bugs
· Termites
· Sporadic pests
· Stored product pests
· Vertebrate pests
· Pesticides and pesticide formulations
· Handling pesticides
· Integrated Pest Control
Produced in a convenient format that can be used at any time in any place, the book allows the reader to
learn and revise the subject and much more. Its structure allows the study of one topic area at a time,
progressing through a simple introduction followed by key revision questions, many of which require
students to use their practical knowledge. The answers to each of the questions are provided at the end
with short explanations wherever appropriate.

Read more and to purchase the book online click here
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Doxem Precise continues to kill cockroaches long
after an initial treatment, so a single application provides long-term control, even if a new population is
introduced.
This product, if used alone, can be applied to nearly
any surface in a commercial kitchen or residence to
stop the next generation of cockroaches: it can be a
game changer in tough accounts where environmental conditions make management of German cockroaches seem insurmountable.
Modern pest management professionals have many
products,
techniques and limitations they work within every
day and which continue to change.
Product selection, application techniques and customer expectations continue to evolve and change.
As such, Adama develops products to aid in manage-

Adama is dedicated to providing effective and economical tools to help industry professionals manage
German cockroaches and other pests.
Doxem Precise, featuring the Precision Delivery System, was launched in Australia in late 2021.
Doxem Precise is a dry flowable bait formulation
that is non-staining, long lasting and easy to apply.
It is specially designed to flow through the Precision
Delivery System (PDS), penetrating deep into
cracks, crevices and voids where pests live and
breed.

Adama provides pest control professionals with an ever-growing tool box to
employ during their daily battles in all
pest situations, especially ant and cockroach infestations.
Adama – innovation you can apply!

Some of the benefits of Doxem and the PDS are:
•
Consistent application
•
Less wasted material
•
Doesn’t harden or get crusty
•
Withstands extreme temperatures
•
Only available to professional pest controllers
•
Safe around electrical equipment
These innovative products, including a dry flowable
bait and precision applicator, are designed to help
pest management professionals tackle even the
toughest cockroach infestation.
By using the Precision Delivery System to make applications deep into harbourage areas, those tasked
with the removal of these pests can apply bait into
places they have never reached before with a tool
never seen by our industry.
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NEW ZEALAND NEWS

Black Rats and Stoats becoming a problem for pest controllers
in New Zealand - Gerwyn Jones – PelGar International

Professional pest controllers in New Zealand have
seen an increase over the last few years in black
rats (Rattus rattus) and mustelids, notably stoats in
the urban pest environment.

Most of our rodent treatment programs are very
similar to those carried out in the UK by service
technicians, where they are geared to control or
monitor mice and Norway rats. These are prominently based at ground level and will go inside external bait stations and will consume rodenticide
bait which is usually made of grains, wheat, and
flour.

don’t work. Even though the conservation sector
in New Zealand can access toxins like cyanide or
1080 to control pests, our “toolbox” in the urban
pest sector is slowly being more and more restricted.

Professional pest controllers in New Zealand don’t
have access to acute rodenticides, liquid baits, contact gels or contact dusts. Glue boards are banned
unless you apply for a special permit to use them.
This can be quite exhaustive and time consuming
especially if you have a major food producer with a
black rat problem in the roof of their building and
Whereas the black rat will feed mostly on fruit and want it under control quickly.
seeds. The black rat is small in size, can swim, can Therefore, pest controllers need to rely on trapclimb and it has got an amazing behavioral trait of ping, which can be a game of cat and mouse. Sebeing a strong explorer but with great caution.
lecting the right food source or lure is imperative.
It seems that dried mango is currently one of their
A black rat problem on a client’s premises is a
nightmare as conventional techniques sometimes favourites.
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Looking forwards to new technology that is being devel- up with populations that are terribly skewed, with lots
oped as part of Predator Free 2050 initiative is im- and lots of males and hardly any females.
portant to our industry as it will bring further non-toxic
tools that we can add to our pest control “toolbox”.
Ben Parker who is the Regional Technical Manager for
Rentokil Pest Control in Auckland is no stranger when it
To compound the increase in black rat callouts we are comes to stoat control.
also starting to see stoats in our everyday pest control
activities. Stoats are the ultimate killing machine and
were brought to New Zealand in the 1880’s as an easy Ben has over 17 years’ experience in the industry and
way of fixing the rabbit problem which was also intro- has previously worked with the Department of Conserduced. Stoats are fearless, they climb and swim very vation (DOC) running traplines and protecting Blue
well, they will kill animals much larger than themselves. Ducks against stoats.

Stoats, like other mustelids, have a ‘kill everything in
sight’ policy, rather than just taking one prey animal during their hunt. Stoats in New Zealand usually have up to
4km home range. But juveniles can travel up to 70km in
the first two weeks of leaving the Den.

In New Zealand the native birds (such as the kiwi) are
long lived, and they don’t have high reproductive rates,
so when a stoat kills the breeding female it has a significant impact on the bird population. A higher number of
females get killed on the nest by stoats and rats because
they are the only one sitting on a nest, and so you end

Ferret, which is different from a stoat
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The stoats caught are all invaders, not residents,
and the fact they are present in the Inner city and
have made their way down to these areas is always
intriguing. Each time Rentokil catches a stoat they
examine Google Earth to look at where it possibly
could have come from and it’s always a path
through dense urban housing for dozens and dozens of kilometres, in dispersed with the occasional
small park.

Rentokil’s work in Auckland is currently limited to
bird sanctuaries to protect their breeding areas, so

Rentokil has been carrying out stoat control for the
last 15 years, using DOC 200 kill traps and tunnel
based fenn traps which are designed for stoats and
rats. They are baited with an egg, or a rabbit meatbased lure and a salmon spray lure can also be added if required. The trapping programs are installed
around an inner-city bird sanctuaries for the protection of the breeding areas of native shoreline birds,
primarily the NZ Dotterel.

whilst this is working in protecting the native birds,
it is also a ‘last line of defence’ scenario. The stoat
problem could well be a lot larger than what people
believe, with a report of stoat sightings in the back
garden of a house near a large shopping mall in
Auckland.
Gerwyn Jones – PelGar International
APAC Business Manager &
Executive Councillor PMANZ.
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New JSA (Job Safety Analysis)
for Rodent Servicing launched
A job safety analysis is a procedure which helps
integrate accepted safety and health principles
and practices into a particular task or job operation. In a JSA, each basic
step of the job is to identify potential hazards and to recommend the safest
way to do the job. It is a requirement for working on commercial sites.
The NEW JSA for Rodent Servicing is available to download and personalise for your
business from the members area. Link here
The full range of JSA’s will be updated during April so keep watching that space...
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We need to talk about feral cats

A colony of feral cats. Photo: Public domain

They’re highly skilled hunters, they kill even
when they're not hungry and our native bush
is a gourmet feast for them.
Cats are our favourite pet - 40 percent of
households have at least one, and all up there
are 1.2 million domestic cats out there.
Feral cats are estimated to number in the millions.
But our love of cats has made them a no-go
area in conversations about pest eradication
projects.
It’s so contentious that cats have been left off
the Predator Free 2050 list of pests.
Today, The Detail looks at the growing calls
for more resources to get rid of feral cats, and
to bring in tighter regulations on pet felines.
"We have to have a conversation about it if
we're going to ensure our unique, endangered wildlife doesn't become extinct. And it’s
not about being anti-cat," says Tamsin OrrWalker, chair of Kea Conservation Trust.
She's seen the impact of feral cats on kea: a
once-thriving population of the birds at Nelson Lakes was slashed by nearly 80 percent
over 10 years.

Footage from cameras shows "constant invasion of these nests by rats, possums and

Tamsin Orr-Walker, from the Kea Conservation
Trust Photo: Supplied/Tamsin Orr-Walker

stoats, and then of course we started over the
years seeing invasion of feral cats," OrrWalker says.
A network of live-capture cat and possum
traps was set up - live because kea can also
get caught in the traps. When an animal is
caught it triggers a signal to the Department
of Conservation at St Arnaud.
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"Our native species have quite a strong scent
and their reflex when they are threatened is
to freeze, so for a mammalian predator both
those things are really helpful if you are going
to be hunting one of our native species."
A number of conservationists and trappers
spoken to by The Detail refused to go on the
record about feral cats, because of the backlash from cat lovers.
But New Zealanders’ views are changing, as
community groups involved in pest control,
trapping possums, stoats, ferrets and rats
start to recognise that feral and dumped cats
are undermining a lot of work that they are
doing, says Morgan.
Judy Gilbert has been battling the pest prob"Someone has to get to that trap very, very quickly
lem on Aotea Great Barrier Island for decades at the
to make sure that whatever is in there is dealt with, Windy Hill Sanctuary.
either released if it’s a kea, and euthanised huShe’s also involved in the ambitious new Tū Mai Tamanely if it is a cat or a possum,” she says.
onga project to get rid of feral cats and rats and reOrr-Walker, like other conservationists, is frustrated introduce lost species.
by the growing number of well-meaning but unreg"This is a bottomless pit, suppressing these animals.
ulated community groups running the ‘trap-neuterWe urgently need to eradicate the cats and rats off
return' programmes for feral cats and dumped
this island for it to make a significant difference as a
pets.
biodiversity arc."
"They are so feral that they cannot be tamed, you'll
Gilbert says there has to be an agreement with the
get feline AIDS in that population, cats are the one
community about allowing domestic cats that are
carrier of toxoplasmosis. Some have been caught
spayed and neutered.
and rehomed, which is great, but to actually then
"You'd have a little bit of carnage, but I think that
support re-releasing those animals back out that
can't be rehomed is absolutely criminal," she says. that could be tolerable from a smallish number of
companion cats. It’s a concession."
Predator Free New Zealand Trust chief executive
Jessi Morgan says they are one of New Zealand's
Source Radio New Zealand - read and listen here
worst ecological problems because of the "impact a
single cat can have".
"Our native species aren't equipped to deal with
them," she says.
Jessi Morgan says our native species are particularly
vulnerable to feral cats Photo: Supplied/Jessi Morgan
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Massive effort to eliminate pests from Banks Peninsula and
Kaitōrete Spit underway

The first traps went live last Monday (14
March), launching the ambitious plan to rid
Banks Peninsula and Kaitōrete Spit of predators by 2050.
Kaitōrete Spit is a wild, windswept finger of
land. When it’s not baked by a remorseless
sun, it’s blustered by the easterlies,
whacked by the southerlies or stripped raw
by the north-westerlies.
But it's a beautifully wild and windswept
place. Towards its narrowest end, a fiveminute walk takes visitors from the roaring
beach to the occasionally placid Te WaihoraLake Ellesmere.
There are almost no trees and the bracken is
a metre high where grazing was stopped
some years ago. It's got dunes and lots of
shingle. It’s a bleak sort of beauty.
But before European arrival, Kaitōrete was like
State Highway 1, says David Perenara-O’Connell,
spokesperson for Tāwhaki – a joint venture between Te Taumutu Rūnanga, Wairewa Rūnanga and
the Crown. He is also a Te Taumutu Rūnanga representative to Ngāi Tahu Rūnanga and an ECan relationship manager.

Rather than travelling through the endless wetlands
of Te Waihora, his ancestors walked the dunes and
low scrub of Kaitōrete. Its 26 kilometres could be
walked in a day, but more often groups camped
along the way, collecting food and weaving materials as they went, he says.
The English tagline on the Te Taumutu website is:
“No matter which way the wind blows, you’ll always procure food at Orariki”, referencing a pā site
near the southwest shore of Te Waihora-Ellesmere
close to Fisherman’s Point.

David Perenara-O-Connell’s ancestors walked
a very different Kaitōrete.
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The windswept beauty of Kaitōrete doesn’t mean the work is easy for Pest Free Banks Peninsula rangers, from left, Jayden Lum, Georgia Grace, Calum Ormond, and operations manager Tim Sjoberg.
It’s on Kaitōrete that Pest Free Banks Peninsula has
started the mammoth task of eliminating mammal
predators across the peninsula and the spit. They
plan to have swept the full length of Kaitōrete and
taken a bite of the southeast corner of Banks Peninsula by 2024.

(weasels, stoats and ferrets). We’ll get back to
“eliminating” shortly. We’ll also get back to the
predator missing from this list – rats.

In the years following, they aim to hold those gains
and progress the “virtual fence” to Port Levy Bay.
In the next phase, they’ll start on the western side
of Akaroa Harbour and move the traps until they
hit Lyttelton Harbour.

In phase one, which gets under way later this year,
they plan to eliminate possums in the 23,000 hectares south of the road between Duvauchelle and
Okains Bay. They also plan to suppress mustelids
and feral cats in this area.

Meanwhile, Predator Free Port Hills, will be eliminating pests on both sides of the Port Hills, from
Awaroa-Godley Head to the shores of Ellesmere.
The two groups will probably meet some time in
the 2040s.
The later stages of this plan are still vague. Better
techniques and technology will come along, funding may be variable, everything may work better or
worse than hoped.
On Kaitōrete, they’ve started on probably the easiest landscape – flat scrub and dunes on a narrow barrier beach.
Here, the objective is eliminating hedgehogs, feral
cats, possums and the three mustelidspecies

On Banks Peninsula, the terrain is much tougher.
The southeastern piece of the pie is called the
“wildside” for a reason.

Words matter, and elimination is different from
eradication and both are stronger than suppression. Covid made these definitions all too familiar.
“Eradication success is binary,” says Pest Free BP
operations manager Tim Sjoberg. If there’s a single
targeted pest in the landscape, eradication is a failure, he says. Elimination is “functional extinction”,
he says. It allows for a few animals around.
There’s good evidence that if you’ve got one possum in 400 hectares, the next possum over probably won’t find it to mate, Sjoberg says.
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Elimination is a more honest strategy, says operations manager Tim Sjoberg.
Pest Free BP can live with doubling that to one pos- and takes it further: “The way we view the taiao
sum in every 800ha. Spread over the 23,000ha of
(environment), there's a massive whakapapa or
the phase one area, that’s about 30 possums.
family genealogy that isn't just about people, but
“Although [elimination] is more complicated to ex- it's also the relationships between all the creatures
of our world.”
plain to this community, it's more honest,” says
Sjoberg.
It's about people
People think predator-free is about killing stoats
and possums and whatever else, says Sarah Wilson.
“To be honest, I don't think the programme is
about that at all.”
She has the humble title of Pest Free BP “project
manager” but the duties of a chief executive and a
$10 million budget.

The birds, lizards, plants and so forth are “whanau
in their own right”, he says.
Pest Free is about those “whanau finally being in a
thriving state because … it strengthens the taiao, it
strengthens the overall environment”.

It’s no surprise that five Ngāi Tahu rūnanga (tribal
councils) have signed on to Pest Free BP. Indeed, it
probably wouldn’t have gone ahead without them.

If nothing else, Tim Sjoberg’s people have to re“Yes, it is about achieving [pest-free]. And yes, it's peatedly service traps on Māori land and special
places. Kaitōrete itself has one of the “largest conabout the biodiversity. But fundamentally, I think
the big goal is about family coming home. It's about centrations of middens, mahinga kai and prean economy and an environment that are flourish- historic archaeological sites nationally”.
ing.”
It was all put together by the Banks Peninsula ConThis is true for iwi, fourth generation French fami- servation Trust, which has 20 years of history on
the peninsula and has built trust with landowners
lies in Akaroa, and everyone else. “They want the
and agencies, says David Miller, chair of the Pest
kids to come home and have a job,” she says.
Free BP Project Management Group.
David Perenara-O’Connell endorses that sentiment,
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Bell Laboratories’ Final Blox have been a mainstay of rodent control in New Zealand since 2005. In the
time since, numerous other rodenticides have entered the market, yet Final continues to be the number
one choice for many professional pest managers.

The secret is in the total control that Bell Labs has over the entire manufacturing process. From the synthesis of the active ingredient to loading the finished product into the shipping container, every step is
carried out in house to strict quality control standards.
The active ingredient, brodifacoum is the most potent anticoagulant available, and delivers a lethal dose
to rodents in a single feed. By synthesising the active ingredients in house, the chemistry team at Bell
Labs is able to eliminate impurities that can cause taste aversion, which is paramount to the bait’s overall
effectiveness. Final is formulated with human food grade ingredients to be as appealing to rodents in as
many different environments as possible, and the distinct cog-shape block provides multiple edges to appeal to rodents’ desire to gnaw.
With the Predator Free 2050 project underway, rodents have been put on notice.

And the decision is Final.
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New technology
In Aotearoa New Zealand, lots of pest innovation has
been driven by Zero Invasive Predators (Zip), a
standalone research outfit established in 2015 by DOC,
the philanthropic Next Foundation, and others.
Zip develops evidence-based technologies to remove
predators from mainland areas and protect those areas from reinvasion. It also makes those innovations
available to groups like Pest Free BP.
Zip also trains people. Tim Sjoberg was a Zip guy until
he was promoted to run operations at Pest Free BP.
And sure enough, Zip’s technology is at work on
Kaitōrete right now. There’s the MotoLure, which
solves the problem of bait. Until recently, a human
Pest free is about people, says project manager
(usually paid) had to visit every trap every three to
Sarah Wilson.
four weeks to refresh the bait. This is onerous, espeSarah Wilson tells the story of a peninsula farmer who cially in rough terrain.
A MotoLure contains a motor, a battery and a syringe
doesn’t return phone calls or messages from ECan or
Christchurch City Council. So a neighbour and rep from of egg mayonnaise. The motor regularly depresses the
syringe plunger and squeezes a dollop of mayo into
the conservation trust knocked on his door to chat
the trap. There’s a one-year supply of bait in the syabout trapping and eventually got permission to acringe and the batteries should last five years. They cost
cess his land.
$125 each.
Pest Free BP offers to meet with every landowner on
the peninsula if necessary, says Wilson. Lots of cups of Nice. Pest Free BP will be attaching MotoLures to
many of its traps.
tea are being drunk.
“It's not top down, it's bottom up,” says Miller. “That's Another innovation is remote reporting. Most traps
are equipped with a sensor and transmitter. When a
been a massive strength.”
trap is sprung, a signal is sent to a nearby antenna or
cell tower and then to Pest Free BP's computers.
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A Zip MotoLure: A motor, a battery and a syringe of mayo. The device can bait a trap for a year.
At the HQ in Tai Tapu, every morning starts with a
squizz at the software and then staffers are dispatched to the identified traps for inspection.

“Live capture traps”, which don’t kill animals and
are used for feral cats and sometimes for possums, must legally be visited within hours of being
sprung on humanitarian grounds.
Speaking of cats, Pest Free BP is buying microchip
scanners to identify if a trapped moggie has an
owner. Cats without microchips are more likely to
be declared feral.
And quickly on to dogs. Pest Free BP has bought
four, and they’re being trained now. Two will be
possum specialists, one will tackle cats and the last
hedgehogs.
No fences, lots of rats
Back to Zip. One of its founding insights was that
predator fences are expensive to build and maintain. They aren’t especially effective because a falling tree or flood breaches them. They tend to get
stranded.
Moreover, for all the money spent on PredatorFree 2050, nobody has solved the problems of waterways, culverts and roads. How do you fence
State Highway 75 between Tai Tapu and Little River? How do you stop a rat from swimming through
a culvert while still having a working culvert?

Rather, the strategy is to sweep across the landscape with “active fences”, says Sarah Wilson, the
humble project manager. Kaitōrete illustrates this
well. Pest Free BP has been trapping at Taumutu,
the settlement at Fisherman’s Point, for some
months. This “closes the door” to reinvasion, says
Sjoberg.
The traps made live this week are at the very western end of Kaitōrete. They’re spaced about 100-150
metres apart, depending on the target. Apart from
the beach, they’re across the width of the spit and
a few kilometres along its length.
When trapping results fall dramatically and (almost)
no animals are detected with cameras, they’ll move
many of the traps east towards Birdlings Flat. When
that area is clear, they advance further east. And
then again. They hope to have Kaitōrete done by
2024.
The western run of Kaitōrete is mostly public land.
They’ll soon hit farms and need farmer cooperation to proceed. They also hit Tāwhaki, the
commercial partnership between Te Taumutu
Rūnanga and Wairewa Rūnanga and the Crown.
Last year, it bought 1000ha of farmland and will
rejuvenate the land according to Ngāi Tahu values,
while also developing aerospace capability there.
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STOP BAIT WASTAGE AND SAVE MONEY
Rodent bait is often wasted. It is typically due to mould or rot, or because insects such as slugs
and snails attack the bait, sometimes even before rodents have had the opportunity to feed on
it.
One way to reduce wastage and therefore money is to use innovative rodent bait such as Liphatech Maki (Original) Block and Maki Wrapped in a 20gram extruded bromadiolone block.
Liphatech discovered bromadiolone in the 1970s and have worked with this active for over 40
years. During this time, the company have honed its knowledge on how to stabilise the active
ingredient and create a bait formulation of the highest palatability.
Damp conditions and unfavourable weather can spoil otherwise sound baits. Mould resistant
Maki Block and Maki Wrapped, have been formulated to meet this challenge. Maki Blocks are
ideal for use in humid and damp environments, and their high level of weather resistance and
ease of installation make Maki suitable for maintenance programs. Maki blocks are highly palatable and have added high edges to favour rodents’ gnawing behaviour.
In environments with high pressure from insects, slugs and snails, additional steps are needed to
prevent non-target pests from consuming the bait, Maki Wrapped was developed to address this
issue faced by pest managers. Maki Wrapped is the same bait formulation as Maki Block but is
protected by an outer plastic sachet, offering an innovative and effective line of defence against
non-target pests. This additional protection means pest managers can easily identify and report
on bait consumption, secure in the knowledge that rodents are responsible. Maki Wrapped also
has the added benefit of requiring zero contact between the bait and end user.

Liphatech Maki Block and Maki Wrapped provides pest managers two options to save money by
preventing wastage of rodent baits.
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keep an eye on “technology gains” – and the success of other projects – to one day go after rats.
Note also, they’re not using 1080. There are too
many people and pets on Banks Peninsula for aerial
drops. And the weasel species only eat meat and
won’t touch a 1080 cereal pellet.
Oodles of money
Needless to say, this isn’t cheap. When Predator
Free 2050 was launched in 2015, one practical result was the creation of the charity Predator Free
2050 Limited, which doles out central government
funding to groups like Pest Free BP.
DOC and Christchurch City Council operate separate It’s kicked in $5.1m with the expectation that Pest
trap lines on Kaitōrete and those will be incorpoFree BP would match it through its own fundraising.
rated into the programme.
That’s largely been achieved, says David Miller, who
All the while, Pest Free BP keeps an eye on its rear, chairs the Project Management Group. DOC and
looking for pests sneaking back onto the land,
ECan have each chipped in hundreds of thousands
missed individuals or, worst of all, procreating fefrom various funds, Christchurch City Council is
males. This surveillance is largely done with camer- down for $110,000.
as paired with MotoLures.
And Pest Free BP is spending it. There are about 11
Then apply the same technique to the steep and
staff, utes, traps, MotoLures, telecommunications,
unforgiving terrain of Banks Peninsula and its hun- scanners, dogs. They’ve even got a light utility vehidreds of landowners. It's a big job.
cle – basically a two-person quad bike with a cargo
deck – that’s all electric, no petrol. Because climate
Banks Peninsula, with Kaitōrete and Te WaihoraLake Ellesmere, in the distance. Ridding these land- change.
This antenna relays data about trap activations
back to Pest Free BP computers.

scapes of pests is a big job.
And they're not going after rats, which is interesting.

Will all this money work? Nobody knows. But
they've got the resources to give it a mighty shove.

* The founding members of Pest Free Banks PeninPest Free BP is targeting rats in areas with high bio- sula are Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust, Rod
diversity values to ensure the survival of some criti- Donald Trust, Summit Road Society, DOC, ECan,
cal species like penguins, but otherwise they’re left Christchurch City Council, Ōnuku Rūnanga, Te Hāpu
o Ngāti Wheke Rūnanga, Te Rūnanga o Koukourāraout of phase one.
ta, Te Taumutu Rūnanga, Wairewa Rūnanga, Living
If you don’t get every rat in a control operation,
Springs, Selwyn District Council, and the Cacophony
they breed rapidly and recover quickly, says
Project.
Sjoberg. Their small ranges (50 square metres) and
Source: Stuff NZ - WILL HARVIE
shy behaviour make them “incredibly difficult and
will.harvie@stuff.co.nz
ultimately costly to detect at low numbers” compared to, say, possums.
Source Stuff NZ—Read Original Here
As a result, “rats fall outside our elimination project
in its current format, funding and scale”. They’ll
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Find resources and tips for small business owners to help
you look after yourself and your team.
If you're suffering financial-related stress and
anxiety, talk to your GP. They'll be able to assess where you're at and refer you to a specialist if necessary.
You can also access trained counsellors for
free by texting or calling 1737. Find out more
at 1737.org.nz:
1737.org.nz(external link)

If you feel a bit overwhelmed, anxious or just
want to talk, free services are available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week:
call or text 1737 for support from a trained
counsellor
Lifeline 0800 543 354 or text 4357
Samaritans 0800 726 666
Helplines(external link) — Mental Health Foundation

Other mental health and wellbeing support
can be found at Depression.org.nz:

Mental health and wellbeing support

Depression.org.nz(external link)

Source Information Provided by:

Sorted has free finance tools, guides and resources on its website:
Sorted.org.nz(external link)
If you want to talk to someone for support
around debt or personal budget issues, you
can ring the free
Money Talks helpline on 0800 345 123:
Money Talks
Call or text for free support
If you have questions about government financial support or business help, call the COVID19 Business Helpline:
North Island 0800 500 362 or
South Island 0800 505 096.
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PMANZ WEBSITE STATISTICS
For the 3 months between 24 December 2021 to 23 March 2022, PMANZ had 2808 visitors that viewed 4284 pages - that is an average of 1.5 pages per person.
And for last 30 days from 22 February 2022 until 23 March 2022, there were 699 visitors
that viewed 1240 pages. The top 21 page views are listed below. This gives us a great indication of what pest activity is of current concern to the public.
Page Name

View

vs Previous

/Home

186

+64.81%

/wasps.html

104

+92.86%

/technicians-by-region.html

78

+97.5%

/ants.html

62

+33.88%

/find-a-professional.html

50

+106.38%

/urban-pest-management-qualifications.html

43

+102.38%

/spiders.html

38

+71.7%

/click-beetle.html

34

+12.32%

/about-us.html

32

+86.49%

/company-list.html

30

+76.92%

/pests-and-information.html

29

+193.33%

/flies.html

21

+63.64%

/code-of-practice-for-the-food-industry.html

21

+150%

/join-us.html

20

+90.91%

/bees.html

20

+68.97%

/alphabetical-list-of-registered-technicans.html

16

+59.26%

/2022-conference.html

16

+160%

/mice.html

15

+125%

/contact-us.html

14

+58.33%

/news.html

11

+68.75%

/associate-members.html

10

+90.91%

/our-technicians.html

9

0%

/sponsors.html

8

0%
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NEW ZEALAND TECHNICIANS FORUM

Rentokil Waikato Team takes on a huge wasp
nest…

Jon Thompson (left) and the Rentokil Team

Reported to DOC by a member of the public walking through the bush. DOC
contacted the Rentokil Central North Island office for urgent assistance.
Jon Thompson, Rentokil Compliance Manager and longtime pestie with
35years under his belt takes on the ‘huge’ Vespula vulgaris nest in western
Waikato conservation land at Bridal Veil Falls near Raglan. Other members of
the Waikato team take this training opportunity to venture into the bush to
watch on and observe how a nest of this size would be dealt with.
The assessment before the treatment determined there were 8 main entry
holes and it was certainly an overwintering nest with an estimated 10’s of
thousands of wasps. The nest ended up being 3m high and up to 1.5m in diameter.
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The treatment application
with Permex Dust into
entry points and spray
application with Bendi 800

Jon’s advice when dealing with this is:
“It’s always a good idea to double tape
your gloves before you're under attack by
thousands of wasps as you’ll most certainly
regret it when one finds its way inside your
glove - ouch.”
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48 hours later the nest is dead….
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New Membership Management System
By David Warrick, Executive Secretary
We are delighted to announce that, later this
year, PMANZ is launching a completely new,
up to date, NZ-designed and supported membership management system, linked to a new
website.
Your Council has been concerned for a while
that our current systems were beginning to
show their age and they’ve been keen to look
at the options to upgrade our systems to improve service to members in this key area.
After careful consideration, PMANZ has chosen
to partner with a company called Gecco. They
are a New Zealand company that specialises in
membership systems for non-profit associations such as ours. For anyone who’s interested, take a look at their case studies here.

•

As well as a number of other facilities,
there will also be online completion and
upload of application forms and qualification certificates for membership upgrades.

•

Also, the system will also take over from
the current website and become the “goto” source for all of the PMANZ technical
library.

•

In addition, we are developing a new website that focuses more specifically on:


promoting PMANZ/its members to
the outside world and



providing a direct link - live, real-time
- to member details, so that a prospective customer can search for service, based upon a range of criteria,
such as locality and pest type.

The new system will become our major
platform for the next few years. One of the key
aims of this initiative has been to put members Right now, we are at an early stage with this
in direct control of their own account. Our new project. We are finalising specifications for the
system is member-managed, including:
automated generation of membership certificates as well as the website search facility.
•
Individual member passwords, so everyone can maintain their own account, inIn addition, we are currently prepping memcluding details such as:
bership data for clean-up before transfer to
the new system.

Contact details: addresses, phone
numbers and email addresses
I look forward to being in touch again to keep
you all updated with progress during design,

Qualifications
testing and through to launch, including
providing of training.

Pest coverage

•



Public liability insurance renewals



Even an up to date photo!

For organisations employing a number of
technicians, they will be able to add further technicians to their own organisation.

In the meantime, I’m happy to field any questions or suggestions.

Email: info@pmanz.nz
Phone: 0800 476 269 (0800 4PMANZ)
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Pest Control Technician
Full time—Gisborne
Experience preferred but not essential - On the job training and assistance in
achieving certification provided
Must be honest and reliable, personable and have an eye for detail.
Our aim is to provide our customers with targeted, safe and effective treatment for pests. We focus on inspection, and work to introduce the least
amount of pest control materials into the environment in order to create a safer, cleaner and greener environment for our clients and their families, pets,
employees and customers.
Our Integrated Pest Management Programs (IPMs) have been implemented in
restaurants and businesses throughout the region, providing an effective, preventative approach to pest control.
Our fully registered technicians are friendly and professional - and will work
hard to ensure your specific requirements are handled with the utmost care
and attention.
To see more about us go to https://ecpp.co.nz/
PHONE Simon Williams: 06-8674723 or 0276510095
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Technical Hints - TREATMENT REPORTS
By Peter Barry (with acknowledgement to BPCA for content—modified with NZ legislation)
Legislation – the highlights
Some pieces of legislation you’ll need to keep in
mind when carrying out your pest management
work and to write up the subsequent report are:
The Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA)
‘downstream’ use, storage and handling of hazardous substances in workplaces.

There may be times in your career when
you’re asked to justify the work you have
carried out. It could be that you’ve installed
bird control netting, and members of the
public have complained that it’s harmful. Or
maybe you carried out an insecticide treatment in a residential property, and now that
customer is accusing you of poisoning their
pet.

Health and Safety at Work (Hazardous Substances)
Regulations 2017

•

Any recommendations made

•

Any pesticides that may have been used.

Also for protection of invertebrate pollinators. A
person who applies the insecticide must ensure the
application area does not include any; (a) bees that
are foraging; (b) plants (including trees and weeds)
that— (i) are likely to be visited by pollinators; and
(ii) are either— (A) in flower or part flower; or (B)
likely to flower. This does not apply if the application plot is indoors, and the agrichemical is contained within the facility. Invertebrate pollinator
include (without limitation): bees, pollen wasps,
ants, hoverflies, butterflies, moths and flower beetles.

You need to know what hazardous substances you
have, and how much, in order to safely manage the
risks to people.
Safety data sheets provide comprehensive information about the properties of a hazardous substance, how it affects health and safety in the workplace and how to manage these risks.

EPA Hazardous Substances (Hazardous Property
These aren’t crazy examples; we’ve heard all of this Controls) Notice 2017 - (Use conditions)
and more.
The objective of this notice is to ensure that hazardBut a thorough and honest account of the actions
ous substances are stored and used in a manner
you have taken, and the products you have used
that protects the environment, and people in places
during your work, can help you if a customer brings other than workplaces to which the Health and
legal action against you (or simply threatens to do
Safety at Work Act 2015 applies.
so).
Specifically, for a person who applies an insecticide
When an end-user employs a professional pest
in a granular form. They must take all reasonable
management company, be it residential or commer- steps to ensure that— (a) the granules are comcial, they will have certain expectations, including: pletely covered with soil once applied; or (b) birds
are prevented or deterred from foraging on the ap• Clear, detailed information on what you’ve
plication plot.
done

This is your treatment report.
A treatment report will form part of your evidence
or defence, should you need to show that you carried out the appropriate actions, safety measures,
information sharing and visit quantities.
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Hazardous Substances and New Organisms ACT
1996

property.

• A treatment was done shoddily or badly (e.g.,
Every hazardous substance imported into New
Pest manager did not follow label directions on
Zealand or manufactured in New Zealand must be
products).
approved under the HSNO Act and have an ap• A treatment was excessively expensive.
proval number. Most products that small business• A treatment did not last for a reasonable time
es use are approved under group standards.
(e.g., a pest infestation re-occurred a week latNOTE: On 30 April 2021, New Zealand adopted a
er).
new classification system for hazardous substances
under the Hazardous Substances and New Organ- Note that the above all depends on what would be
considered reasonable given the circumstances.
isms Act 1996 (HSNO). This new system is the
Globally Harmonised System (GHS). There is a four For example, it would be reasonable for a custom-year transitional period, through to 30 April 2025, er to expect an ant treatment to eliminate ants for
to comply with the updated labelling, safety data a month, but unreasonable for it to last a year
(unless the pest manager advertised that it would
sheets and packaging notices.
do so). This means the onus is on the pest managThe Animal Products Act 1999
er to ensure they are clear (typically in writing is
The Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI) regulates best) to the customer about what the services they
the use of compounds in factories processing dairy provide will do, are capable of, and what the reor meat products for export, as well as comsulting treatment outcomes will be.
pounds for non-dairy processing. These comContract and Commercial Law Act 2017
pounds are approved for use and are known as
This law covers pest control services intended for
“approved maintenance compounds”
commercial clients that are covered by a contract
AsureQuality Food hygiene products are assessed or service agreement typically used in the industry.
to evaluate their suitability for application in the
food industry, including hygiene and residue safe- Arms Act 1983
ty. The products include pest control and fogging Under the Arms Act 1983, “airgun” includes air riagents.
fles, air pistols, BB guns, soft air pellet guns and
paintball guns. Essentially, any weapon that has a
https://assessedproducts.asurequality.com/
gas or compressed air firing mechanism is classed
Bait Restrictions
as an airgun.
Rodent Bait is not allowed inside a food
The Animal Welfare Act 1999
(including dairy) processing plant.
The Animal Welfare Act sets out how people
There have also been instances where you may
should take care of and act towards animals.
want to avoid using bait in some hospitality kitchMPI and the Royal New Zealand Society for the
ens - although not stipulated, primarily for food
safety as signage will be required if you bait inside. Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (the RNZSPCA)
jointly enforce the Act.
Product use: non-operating food areas or outside.
The Act contains provisions to prevent ill treatThe Consumer Guarantees Act 1993
ment and inadequate care of animals. It also reguThe Consumer Guarantees Act (CGA) sets out guar- lates the use of traps and devices that have the
antees that goods and services must meet when
potential to cause pain or distress to animals but
sold by someone in trade - that is, a retailer or ser- does not relate to kill traps.
vice person.
These pieces of legislation may be used in a case

Specifically for pest control services the CGA would against you, and if you do not record your activiapply if:
ties thoroughly, you have no way of proving you
followed the law correctly.
• A treatment failed to control the pest problem.
•

A treatment caused damage to a customer’s
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The Report Essentials
9.
Any warnings must be discussed and recordAs you know, being a PMANZ member
ed with the customer (eg ‘do not go into the
means following our Good Practice Guide.
treatment area until dry’). This would include
We have created one for report writing, and
the placement of warning signs on all doors
the following items must be included in it.
for Spray Treatment Drying Times for non enThese must always be carried out or foltry.
lowed, whether it is in handwritten or elec- 10. Any relevant follow-up information must be
tronic format. Verbal communication, on its
stated on the report.
own, is not acceptable.
__________________________________________
1.

Every visit you carry out, you must complete
a detailed report and leave a copy with the
customer.

2.

If you have any recommendations for hygiene, proofing, and housekeeping, these
ALL IMAGES SOURCETOMMY TRENCHARD
must be recorded on the report.

3.

Reports must be dated.

4.

Reports must have a customer signature or
electronic confirmation, which shows they
have read and understood the treatment report.

5.

Reports must have the technician’s name and
signature and must be legible.

6.

Any post-treatment requirements must be
included within the report or in a supporting
document.

7.

If you have multiple customers (e.g. landlords
with tenants), you must ensure the occupier
of the premises has details on the actions taken and the pesticides used. This must be
done directly, in addition to the paying customer.

8.

Information on any chemicals used must be
provided. The active ingredient, trade name,
quantity and location (e.g. ‘behind kickboards
in the kitchen’) should all be included as a
minimum.

First published in Professional Pest Controller (PPC)
magazine by the British Pest Control Association
(BPCA) November 2021. Click here for original
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